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Many of us want to know there is a reason why we are here
on this earth. We need to believe we have a purpose beyond
our daily work and toil. We yearn to hear the voice of God or
see the writing in the sky that will explain our mission, our
purpose, and the path to achieving it. There is a simple
reason for this: we were created on purpose and for purpose.
Purpose is built within the DNA of every human being. It was
God's design from the very beginning. We all want to be
happy--to have a fulfilling, purpose-driven, God inspired
career; to have healthy, happy, loving relationships; to be
financially secure, etc. But happiness can elude us. We often
don't see our purpose. We may lack a direction. We may
know our dream but feel it's too far away to achieve. Many of
us don't know how to take the first steps. We are waiting for
that voice, that sign from on high. Waiting can lead to drifting,
and drifting leads to a life lived without purpose. In this book,
which accompanies the course of the same name, we want to
help you discover and develop your innate gifting. Tending
Your Garden uses the Dream and Achieve(R) (DNA) process,
a method developed by Lance Tanaka that has helped
thousands of people overcome their purposelessness by:
-identifying their strengths and passions, -developing practical
action plans with effective steps they can take immediately,
and -building a discipline to do what needs to be done. Let
this book, in conjunction with the course and our DNA(R)
certified coaches, walk you through this most important
process. It is our passion to help you to identify your gifting so
you can tend your garden, glorify God, and experience
something amazing.
A highly entertaining A-to-Z guide to the unique dialect of the
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city of Glasgow. Do you have a baldy clue as to who the
bears and junglies are? Puzzled by the thought of some
cheekywatter from your cargo? Fancy a day out at Fort
Weetabix? Or would you rather settle down with some
swedgers? After all, you don't want to be a stank dodger.
Confused? You need this book! Michael Munro has won the
eternal gratitude of Glaswegians for his efforts in popularizing
their city’s dialect, universally known as the “patter.” This
book is the most extensive collection of this rich and
expressive language ever made. Often hilarious, sometimes
coarse (but never dull!), the patter is the key to understanding
this Scottish city and its inhabitants.
Illustrated in rich pastels, this child's-eye view of an important
milestone in South African history allows young readers to
experience every detail of this eventful day.
Tebogo Thekisho, better known as ProVerb, first caught
South Africa’s attention in 2005 with the release of his now
classic debut hip-hop album, The Book of ProVerb. As a
teenager he sought music wherever he could find it, and
recorded his first demo at age 15, using his mom’s hi-fi.
From there, he hustled his way into a multifaceted, awardwinning media career in music, radio and TV, crafting a
reputation on platforms such as Channel O, Jam Alley and
YFM. For over a decade he has been a regular on TV
screens as the host of Idols South Africa. In this memoir,
Tebogo pays tribute to the people who’ve helped make him
the person he is, especially his parents, his grandmother and
his siblings. He shares the lessons he’s learnt through the
different phases of his life with an infectious positivity, but
also gets frank about the dark times he’s endured, including
his painfully public divorce and attempted suicide. The Book
of ProVerb is a memoir, a hustle manifesto, and a wholesome
guide to life from one of South Africa’s brightest stars.
A collector's item! All three books in one special volume! Now
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with a special introduction from author Nathi Ngubane and
special advice for kids from Doctor Sam! All proceeds
donated to the Open Air School, Durban South Africa, for
learners with special needs. Book 1: Duma Says: Wash your
hands and wear a Mask! Synopsis: Duma says" is about the
adventures of Duma, his sister Zihle and their friends, as they
try to find their way during the coronavirus pandemic in South
Africa. Book 2: Duma Says: Let's Learn! Synopsis: With
schools still closed because of the coronavirus, Duma, Zinhle
and Wandile are bored at home. Wandile and Duma have
played every game with Bhubusi and Zinhle has read all her
story books. They miss school and all the things they learn
and all the friends they see. But then Duma gets an idea: if
they can't go to school, why can't the school come to them?
Book 3: Come, Let's play! Children in the community have
been enjoying their classes with Zinhle and Lebo. It has lifted
their spirits though Zinhle knows that all work and no play
would make Duma a dull boy! But what could they play during
a time of covid-19 that would keep them safe and healthy?
And would they be able to keep their social distance? The
children come up with a plan. As seen on New Frame, Al
Jazeera, Daily Maverick, ENCA and others. 'Duma Says is an
easy-to-read, empowering story about the importance of
staying safe during the coronavirus pandemic, not only
children but the community as a whole' - New Frame 'An
educational book series geared for children from
underprivileged backgrounds' - Daily Maverick Reviews from
the little ones! 'Duma Says is a little book with a big powerful
message' - Humza, 11 'The kids find a way to be safe and
have fun' - Nina, 9 'It shows there is good in everyone, even
in dark times' - Zaynab, 11 'I like the characters are very
positive, even during this hard time' Ifrah, 9 'It's surprising
how other children have different opportunities than me' Omar, 7
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“A reference book in this area of EU competition law and a
must-have companion for academics, enforcers and
practitioners alike, as well as EU and national judges.” Judge
Nils Wahl, Court of Justice of the European Union This
seminal text offers an authoritative and integrated treatment
of the legal and economic principles that underpin the
application of Article 102 TFEU to the behaviour of dominant
firms. Traditional concerns of monopoly behaviour, such as
predatory pricing, refusals to deal, excessive pricing, tying
and bundling, discount practices and unlawful discrimination
are treated in detail through a review of the applicable
economic principles, the case law and decisional practice and
more recent economic and legal writings. In addition, the
major constituent elements of Article 102 TFEU, such as
market definition, dominance, effect on trade and applicable
remedies are considered at length. The third edition involves
a net addition of over 250 pages, with a substantial new
chapter on Abuses In Digital Platforms, an extensively revised
chapter on standards, and virtually all chapters incorporating
substantial revisions reflecting key cases such as Intel, MEO,
Google Android, Google Shopping, AdSense, and
Qualcomm.

A fascinating look at China now and in the years to
come, through the eyes of those at the helm As
China continues its rapid ascent, attention is turning
to its leaders, who they are, and how they view the
country's incredible transformation over the last thirty
years. In How China's Leaders Think: The Inside
Story of China's Past, Current and Future Leaders,
Revised, bestselling author Lawrence Kuhn goes
directly to the source, talking with members of
China's ruling party and examining recently
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declassified Party material to provide readers with an
intimate look at China's leaders and leadership
structure, visionary principles, and convulsive past,
and tracing the nation's reform efforts. Focusing on
President Hu Jintao's philosophies and policies, the
book looks to the next generation of China's leaders
to ask the questions on everyone's lips. Who are
China's future leaders? How do they view China's
place in the world? Confronting China's leaders head
on, Kuhn asks about the county's many problem,
from economic imbalances to unsustainable
development, to find out if there's a road map for
change. Presenting the thoughts of key Chinese
leaders on everything from media, military, banking,
and healthcare to film, the Internet, science and
technology, and much more, the book paints an
intimate, candid portrayal of how China's leaders
really think. Presents a fascinating insight into how
China's leaders think about their country and where
it's headed Asks the tough questions about China's
need for reform Pulls together information from over
100 personal interviews as well as recently
declassified Party documents Taking readers closer
to Party officials than ever before, How China's
Leaders Think documents China's thirty-year
struggle toward economic and social reform, and
what's to come.
"A unique, rich, and timely contribution to the
growing literature in communication and media
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studies, directed at strengthening the voice and
visibility of scholars from the Global South." Professor Tawana Kupe, Vice Chancellor, University
of Pretoria, South Africa "An intellectually stimulating
and varied collection that re-imagines and analyses
digital innovation, culture and media practices in
Africa and the Caribbean." - Professor Rupert Lewis,
Emeritus Professor of Political Thought, University of
the West Indies, Jamaica This book advances
alternative approaches to understanding media,
culture and technology in two vibrant regions of the
Global South. Bringing together scholars from Africa
and the Caribbean, it traverses the domains of
communication theory, digital technology strategy,
media practice reforms, and corporate and cultural
renewal. The first section tackles research and
technology with new conceptual thinking from the
South. The book then looks at emerging approaches
to community digital networks, online diaspora
entertainment, and video gaming strategies. The
volume then explores reforms in policy and
professional practice, including in broadcast
television, online newspapers, media philanthropy,
and business news reporting. Its final section
examines the role of village-based folk media, the
power of popular music in political opposition, and
new approaches to overcoming neo-colonial
propaganda and external corporate hegemony. This
book therefore engages critically with the central
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issues of how we communicate, produce, entertain,
and build communities in 21st-century Africa and the
Caribbean. Hopeton S. Dunn is Professor of
Communications Policy and Digital Media, based at
University of Botswana, Botswana. He is the former
Director of the Caribbean School of Media and
Communication, The University of the West Indies,
Mona, Jamaica. Dumisani Moyo is Professor of
Communication and Vice Dean, Academic, at the
University of Johannesburg, South Africa. William O.
Lesitaokana (PhD) is Senior Lecturer and Head at
the Department of Media Studies at the University of
Botswana, Botswana. Shanade Bianca Barnabas
(PhD) is Senior Lecturer and Head at the
Department of Communication Studies, School of
Communication, University of Johannesburg, South
Africa.
"In this personal memoir; Ayanda tracks her journey
back to self in a bid to return to her true self and to
redefine her worth by challenging cultural
conditioning, social stereotypes, family expectations
and people's opinions of her. Ayanda shares intimate
details of her most profound experiences as a young
girl in the township in a toxic relationship with a high
flying gangster: As a young woman falling pregnant
out of wedlock and the ostracism she encountered.
As a young black woman in a white male dominated
corporate environment. As an artist who didn't quite
fit into mainstream popularity and her battle to
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maintain her authenticity in an industry that
recognises fake over real. As a loyal friend betrayed
by someone she loved and trusted. As a mother
overwhelmed by the expectations of being a
supermom. As a young wife fighting not to lose
herself in marriage. As well as finding God for herself
against the stereotypes that define God for us."-Back cover.
Movies expected to perform well can flop, whilst
independent movies with low budgets can be wildly
successful. In this text, De Vany casts his eye over
all aspects of the business to present some
intriguing conclusions.
Sport plays a highly significant role in the lives of
millions the world over, and yet the impact of this
global phenomenon on the subject of international
relations hes been neglected. The contributors to
this collection argue that sport remains both an
underestimated and understudied aspect of
international relations, and that the growth of its
importance should be seen in the complex
interdependencies and global systems of
governance. The text examines: * how the
expansion of professional sport, and the revenues
generated by mass media's links with sport have
transformed the international political economy; *
how sport contributes to nation building and notions
of identity; * how sport is a significant facet of
international diplomacy. International sport is far
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from being peripheral to international relations. This
challenging and comprehensive introduction will be
of interest to students and all those working in
international relations and sport studies.
Television in Africa in the Digital AgeSpringer Nature
In this updated edition of the industry staple, veteran
media executive Jeff Ulin relates business theory
and practice across key global market
segments—film, television, and
online/digital—providing you with an insider’s
perspective that can't be found anywhere else. Learn
how an idea moves from concept to profit and how
distribution dominates the bottom line: Hollywood
stars may make the headlines, but marketing and
distribution are the behind-the-scenes drivers
converting content into cash. The third edition:
Includes perspectives from key industry executives
at studios, networks, agencies and online leaders,
including Fox, Paramount, Lucasfilm, Endeavor,
Tencent, MPAA, YouTube, Amazon, and many
more; Explores the explosive growth of the Chinese
market, including box office trends, participation in
financing Hollywood feature films, and the surge in
online usage; Illustrates how online streaming
leaders like Netflix, Amazon, Apple, YouTube, Hulu
and Facebook are changing the way TV content is
distributed and consumed, and in cases how these
services are moving into theatrical markets;
Analyzes online influences and disruption throughout
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the distribution chain, and explains the risks and
impact stemming from changing access points (e.g.,
stand-alone apps), delivery methods (over-the-top)
and consumption patterns (e.g., binge watching);
Breaks down historical film windows, the economic
drivers behind them, and how online and digital
delivery applications are changing the landscape.
Ulin provides the virtual apprenticeship you need to
demystify and manage the complicated media
markets, understand how digital distribution has
impacted the ecosystem, and glimpse into the future
of how film and television content will be financed,
distributed and watched. An online eResource
contains further discussion on topics presented in
the book.
In the 1980s, Erika Bornman’s family join, and
ultimately move, to KwaSizabantu, a Christian
mission based in KwaZulu-Natal, which is touted as
a nirvana, founded on egalitarian values. But
something sinister lurks beneath ‘the place where
people are helped’. Life at KwaSizabantu is hard.
Christianity is used to justify harsh punishments and
congregants are forced to repent for their sins.
Threats of physical violence ensure adherence to
stringent rules. Parents are pitted against children.
Friendships are discouraged. Isolated and alone,
Erika lives in constant fear of eternal damnation. At
16, her grooming at the hands of a senior mission
counsellor begins. For the next five years,
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KwaSizabantu wages emotional, psychological and
sexual warfare on her, until, finally, she manages to
break free and escape at the age of 21. Escaping a
restrictive religious community is difficult, but
rehabilitation into ‘normal’ life after a decade of
ritual humiliation, brainwashing and abuse is much
more painful, as Erika soon discovers. She cannot
ignore her knowledge of the grievous human-rights
abuses being committed at KwaSizabantu, and so
she embarks on a quest to expose the atrocities.
Mission of Malice – My Exodus from KwaSizabantu
chronicles Erika’s journey from a fearful young girl
to a fierce activist determined to do whatever it takes
to save future generations and find personal
redemption and self-acceptance.
Offering a new framework for nonprofit brand
management, this book presents the Brand IDEA
(Integrity, Democracy, and Affinity). The framework
eschews traditional, outdated brand tenets of control
and competition largely adopted from the private
sector, in favor of a strategic approach centered on
the mission and based on a participatory process,
shared values, and the development of key
partnerships. The results are nonprofit brands that
create organizational cohesion and generate trust in
order to build capacity and drive social impact. The
book explores in detail how nonprofit organizations
worldwide are developing and implementing new
ways of thinking about and managing their
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organizational brands.
Brutally dragged 780 metres beneath a taxi, a young
woman’s inspiring story of survival, courage, and
the will to live. 13 September 2011. The story would
shock thousands and be remembered by many for
years to come. It would be plastered all over the
papers and continue to attract interest well after the
shock factor of what happened had passed. Reports
and articles would be written, and “facts”, as given
to reporters by some of those involved and willing to
be interviewed, would be recounted and repeated in
all forms of public media over the months and even
years that followed. And although these versions
would generate widespread outrage, none was
entirely accurate. The stories were about me. I was
there. I am Kim McCusker, “the girl who was
dragged by a taxi”. This, as I experienced it, is the
true version of events.
Give Me Just 3 Hours And I Will Show You How To
Start, Grow And Turn Your Small Business Into Your
Personal ATM That Will Give You Money On A Daily
Basis! Are you planning to start a business? Do you
have a small business but you are not making
enough money to cover your bills and live the kind of
life you want? If you answered YES to any of those
questions, this is the most important book you will
ever read. Here's why; In this book, I shared the
exact business and marketing techniques I used in
starting my business from scratch and turning it into
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an empire that it has become today. You will
discover valuable lessons like... 1. How to decide on
the kind of business you should do 2. Why it can be
a bad idea to sell what people NEED to buy 3. 7
commandments you must follow before you spend
any money on advertising 4. How to get others to
promote your business for you for FREE 5 How to
price your products and services for maximum
profitability 6. 10 factors you should consider before
you quit your job to start a business 7.The full story
of how I started NairaBET.com And lots more. Read
this book, apply the lessons in it and watch your
business transform into a cash minting venture. See
you at the bank.
"Now you can virtually guarantee that your children
or grandchildren grow up happy and successful in
life. Rich Kids helps adults become successmentors, propelling kids to reach their fullest
potential in life. You won't find these unique,
groundbreaking strategies anywhere else. Rich Kids
will open your eyes and transform ordinary
grandparents, parents and educators into
extraordinary mentors for the next generation"--Page
4 of cover.
Offers a detailed account of all the most important
aspects of the judiciary in South Africa, both now and in
the past. Provides a general survey of the judiciary as an
institution.
"This book brings together a multifarious discourse on
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21st century television industry by exploring the digital
milieu in the context of the medium in Africa. The variety
and depth of the chapters included make it a compelling
reading for university students, television practitioners
and academics" - Muhammed Musa, Professor,
Department of Media and Creative Industries, United
Arab Emirates University, Al Ain "This book is a welcome
effort in that it presents critical reflections on an
important medium in Africa - television - by African
scholars" - Simphiwe Sesanti, Professor, Faculty of
Education, University of the Western Cape (UWC) and
Editor of the International Journal of African Renaissance
Studies (IJARS) This book places television in Africa in
the digital context. It addresses the onslaught of
multimedia platforms, digital migration and implication of
this technology for society. The discussions in the
chapters contained in this book encompass a wide range
of issues such as digital disruption of television news,
internet television and video on demand platforms,
adaptations, digital migration, business strategies and
management approaches, PBS, consumption patterns,
scheduling and programming, evangelical television, and
many others. The book is an important reading for
academics, students and television practitioners. Gilbert
Motsaathebe, PhD is an Associate Professor of
Communication and Media at the University of
Johannesburg. Sarah H. Chiumbu, PhD is an Associate
Professor in the School of Communication at the
University of Johannesburg.
Why do winning brands appear to be more creative and
authentic than less successful ones? Despite the strong
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link between famous brands and the products sold under
their name, there is still a gap in understanding the
relationship between product design and brand-building Monika Hestad plugs that gap. Branding and Product
Design discusses key questions about the link between
product and brand and about design processes and
innovation. It examines these questions on both macro
and micro levels and provides the reader with tools to
help understand the role of products in building a brand,
and how to bring the brand and the product design
process together. These are based on the author's
research into branding and product design, her years of
teaching these topics, and her own industrial practice.
Qualitative interviews delivering an 'insider' perspective
on major brands bring abstract concepts to life. The book
includes case studies from well-known and up-andcoming brands and will prove invaluable to design
practitioners, marketers, managers and other
professionals working close to designers. It will also
benefit those teaching and studying, particularly if they
are involved in the new higher education programmes
where business schools and design schools are cooperating to reflect the intersection between design and
branding.
Many myths surround the Hyena Men who haunt the
peripheries of Nigeria's cities. Accompanied by hyenas,
rock pythons and baboons, these men earn a living by
performing before crowds and selling traditional
medicines. Pieter Hugo's extraordinary portraits of their
liminal existence reveal an uncanny world of complex,
codependent relationships, where familiar distinctions
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between dominance and submission, wildness and
domesticity, tradition and modernity are constantly
subverted.
Assuming no prior knowledge, the second edition of
Foundations of Economics introduces students to both
microeconomic and macroeconomic principles. This is
the ideal text for foundation degrees and non-specialist
courses for first year undergraduates.
"In this beautifully written work, searing and unflinchingly
honest, Bonnie makes a remarkable transition from
actress to author with ease and flair. This shockingly
naked account recounts how her depression almost
robbed her of her shine and how she continues to fight
this darkness. After Bonnie unsuccessfully tried to
pursue her acting career in Hollywood, she was
diagnosed with clinical depression. At last her darkness
had a name, and there was a way to overcome it. With
the failed Hollywood adventure as her lowest point,
Bonnie begins the painful climb back to a life of health
and mental stability. This memoir will have you cheering,
crying, and falling in love all at the same time"--Provided
by publisher.
Khanyisa grew up in rural South Africa where she was
raised by her grandparents; a prison cook and a poor
priest. In spite of her poor upbringing, Khanyisa was able
to graduate University with the help of her grandmother.
It was during what she calls "the peak of her depression
in 2009, that she was confronted with the reality of being
an unemployable graduate. Khanyisa then decided to
leave South Africa and start a career as an ESL teacher
in South Korea. Additionally, her struggle with her
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sexuality that conflicted with her staunch Christian
lifestyle became too much to endure.In Traveling While
Black & Lesbian, Khanyisa takes us on a journey of how
that decision impacted her life. We are visually
transported to her life in Asia, Central America, The
United States and SouthEast Asia. The memoir details
her experiences as a traveling queer woman of color.
A must-read for all fans of the inspirational former Miss
South Africa and businesswoman Basetsana Kumalo
and her family.
This book provides a detailed look at the birth, growth
and expansion of African Multinational Enterprises
(AMNEs). Specifically, it explores the historical,
ideological, political and macroeconomics forces that
shaped modern day Africa and the role they play in
fostering the emergence and growth of AMNEs. It also
examines some of the challenges these enterprises have
faced in this venture including poor infrastructure,
deficient supply chains, and opaque institutional and
regulatory frameworks and the innovative ways by which
they overcame them. In this way, this book provides
practitioners and students with not only a detailed insight
into AMNEs but also their potential competitive
advantage in the international business stage.
When she was last spotted on the crossroads of Swart
and Gevaar Roads, Coconut Kelz was drinking Woolies
water and spreading her truth bombs about the state of
the nation, why corruption is okay when white people do
it and why black people dont win in life Coconut Kelz
(Kelello, but call me Kelz!) is a young Caucasian woman
trapped in a black womans body. Kelz lives in and tries
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never to leave Sandton and is a staunch member of the
DA. She often takes issue with her reverse racist dad,
while her mother has to remind her that Braai Day is
actually called Heritage Day. With handy tips on how to
achieve the white right standard of beauty, how to catch
yourself a white guy (elongate your vowels, get yourself
into white spaces), the best suburbs to live in and how to
host the perfect Caucasian shindig, Kelz offers a
complete guide for a full Caucasian conversion. She also
shares her thoughts on the differences between race
groups, the top three political parties, public transport,
how to avoid contact with sgebengas and why one
should never stray beyond the Line of Caucus. Coconut
Kelzs adoration of all things white has riled up many
unsuspecting viewers. Of course the real butt of the joke
is the white South Africans whose prejudice and
dishonesties are laid bare by this character.
A biography based on interviews with the Chinese
leader's friends, family, and colleagues offers an account
of Jiang Zemin's life and career and the changes he
oversaw in China's economy, political arena, and
Chinese society in general.
Nigerian video films--dramatic features shot on video and
sold as cassettes--are being produced at the rate of
nearly one a day, making them the major contemporary
art form in Nigeria. The history of African film offers no
precedent for such a huge, popularly based industry. The
contributors to this volume, who include film and
television directors, an anthropologist, and scholars of
film studies and literature, take a variety of approaches
to this flourishing popular art. Topics include aesthetic
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forms and distribution; the configurations of various
ethnic audiences; the new media environment dominated
by cassette technology; the video's materialism in a
period of economic collapse; transformation of the
traditional Yoruba traveling theater; individualism and the
moral crisis in Igbo society; Hausa cultural values; the
negotiation of gender roles, and the genre of Christian
videos.
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